Introduction
The numerical analysis by finite element method offers new and efficient possibilities for different parameters calculus of acoustics phenomena. Such a calculus allows us to know the acoustic pressure level around an acoustic source, but allows us to study how we can obtain a low level of sounds, for better working and living conditions. The Ansys program has in its finite element library dedicated elements for plane and spatial problems and other specific facilities about which more information will be presented in this paper.
Acoustic Finite Elements
The modeling of the acoustic pressure field has some peculiarities depending on the acoustic domain, which can be a closed one or an open one. Depending on the problem, the numerical model can be a 2D or 3D one; the 2D model can be a planar (plane stress, plane strain) or axisymmetric model. There are some dedicated finite elements, in the Ansys program, for solving problems regarding the acoustic wave propagation and their interaction with a structure. The most used acoustic finite elements are named FLUID29 for 2D modeling and FLUID30 respectively for 3D modeling, in the Ansys finite element library. Next to these finite elements, other kinds of finite elements were designed for infinitely modeling of the acoustic domain; practically, such finite elements are placed on the acoustic domain boundary and they work like a damping at the boundary by simulating the energy dissipation.
So, no reflection wave occurs. FLUID 129 and respectively FLUID130 finite elements are used for endless boundary modeling in the wave propagation direction. In the case of the interaction between the acoustic waves with a structure, like in the case of the present acoustic absorbing panel, other proper structure finite elements can be used. A detailed description of all these finite elements can be found in Ansys theoretical manual and in the main literature about finite element modeling [1] , [6] , [10] and [11] . Those two finite element types are presented in Figure 1 .
The finite elements FLUID129 and FLUID130 are used for the modelling of an infinite domain. The common approach consists in the introduction of a virtual boundary a  for absorbing the waves and so an infinite domain is truncated, becoming a finite domain. Next to these finite elements, the Ansys finite element library has other elements dedicated to acoustic fluid modelling. So, FLUID220 is a 3D finite element (brick) having 20 nodes; FLUID221 is also a 3D finite element (tetrahedral) having 10 nodes. As far as the mechanical structure is concerned, its modelling can be performed using appropriate finite elements. A very important aspect in numerical modelling of acoustic wave propagation, in the presence or absence of a structure is the choice of the model type. For a 3D model no special problems appear, but when it is a 2D model we have to use the appropriate options. So, for using axisymmetric finite elements, all the problem issues must have this future of axisymmetrical aspect: the acoustic source, propagation domain, boundary conditions and so on. Then, it must be known that in the case of an acoustic source, supposed to be a point, the acoustic waves starting from that point are spherical. Also, it must be known that, in a solid elastic environment, the sound propagation occurs by longitudinal and transversal waves. In liquid and gaseous environments (including the atmosphere), the sound propagation occurs only by longitudinal waves. 
Finite Element Models
No matter the model type, 2D or 3D, the acoustic source can be considered a pointshaped one, a partial or total spherical surface around that point. , geometrically, is the same for those two options: axisymmetric or planar. For a given problem, the models 3D and 2D with axisymmmetric option practically lead to the same results. In the Figure 3 , the acoustic pressure field is presented when a 3D model is used. In the Figure 4 , the acoustic pressure field is presented when a 2D axisymmetric model is used. 
Numerical Model for the Study of Soundproofing Panels

Figure 6. Problem formulation
The effects of the soundproofing (acoustic absorbing) panels can be studied by the finite element method. So, different issues can be studied, such as the panel material influence, the way of the panel support (fixing), the reduction rate of acoustic pressure level, etc. The models which are to be presented can be used in the problems consisting in the acoustic absorbing evaluation of different panels. Such a model is presented in the Figure 6 . In this figure, we can see the pointshaped acoustic source from which the acoustic waves start, the acoustic domain (air) with and without the absorbing panel.
The model presented in the Figure 6 is a 2D model (easier than a 3D model and more efficient in terms of computer time) with the option of planar acoustic waves, because the source (loudspeaker) emits one way, and the propagation occurs in the air, only by longitudinal waves. For panel modelling, appropriate structural finite elements can be used. In this case, we used the finite element PLANE42. For a comparative analysis of the results, the input data presented in the Table 1 were used. In the model presented in the Figure  6 , the geometrical characteristics are: the xsize of the domain is 1 m; the radius defining the domain curvatures is 10.0, respectively 11.0 m. The thickness of the panel is 20 mm and it is placed just in the middle. The acoustic domain has an angular dimension of 10 degrees. On the right hand curve of the acoustic domain, finite elements FLUID129 were used. The source acoustic pressure is 100 dB and it is applied in a node belonging to the half of the curve length. Three finite element dimensions were used: 10, 20 and 30 mm. The Table 2 contains the results for these three finite element sizes. 
Results and Discussions
Using the numerical model presented in the Figure 6 and choosing a mesh with the finite element size of 20 mm (this size is the best as the Table 2 results show), the following results were obtained. In the Figure 7 , the acoustic pressure field, without any panel, is presented. Along the A-B direction (Figure 6 ), the pressure attenuation, without any panel, is presented in the Figure 8 .
In the Figures 9 and 10 As the Figure 12 shows, in the considered cases, where only the materials are different, the attenuation rates are practically slightly influenced by the panel materials. The height of the panel and the blocking of both ends lead to significantly different results. In this case of a high panel, the state of the ends has a great influence, as the Figure 15 shows. All the results presented in this paper are obtained for the case of an acoustic source working in a stationary mode. Figure 16 and 17, show a strong disruption of the acoustic pressure field produced by the wave interference. So, just in front of the panel, there are some zones where the pressure is lower than in the back of the pane. The pressure attenuation curve is also significantly modified as it is presented in the Figure 18 ; here it can be noticed that the pressure jump is one indicating growth. By post-processing the results, the acoustic pressure dependency with the frequency was performed. Of course, a wider range of frequencies can be considered. More node number can also be used in the analysis, other panel materials can be invoked and so on.
Conclusions
The complex problem of the acoustic waves propagation and how the acoustic pressure level can be lowered is a problem which can be solved by the finite element method. So, the Ansys program is a very powerful one, having dedicated finite elements for all analysis types and for all models (2D with two options and 3D In any such problems, the numerical models presented in this paper can be used or can be easily adapted.
